
The Atomic: 

A rolling of continuation of die through their given 4 by 5 obstacle leads to a 3,8,2,1 for which the carry is in increment 
decrement; making a physical exception of doublet by 3,4,5,2,8 a carry of 3,2 in tier system; that of one carry of an once 
exception/inclusion or it’s alternatively given alternation of irrational residual is the doing of a 4,8 doublet splitting odd. 

If we see this as forward; reversal/re-reversal identical in the mathematical and physical domain there is a ‘latch’ limited 
function on that the ‘either’ of a pre-supportive physical and living versus non-living inanimate physiochemical yet end 
and rate limitation on reactive force entrapped potential aspecificity to that of proportion of rate displacement of what 
for vat entrapped limitation can be excision twinning to that of it’s rate limit diminishment of a alternative provisionally 
supplied plurality superlative interior domain abstracted delimitation of cycle stop of return summability in one living 
of a life form universally to that of any altered provision of odd sequential occurrence of impassability of twice death in 
it’s occurrence; by which one exception is limited and provisionally under application it’s own self supportive minimal 
return given congruence of two for then in one saved that of their summation of 3821 living to that of 32 deaths maxim 
terminal conditional/aconditional return divisions per guaranteed 20 occurrence superset return summation limitation 
as expected tertiary condition probabilisitic cause carry and division return summations under their reconnective max 
interminable umbilicus threshold given conterminiable presentations of life for life in that of any game theoretic set as 
subset relation entrainment of situational arrest; the given guarantee of which is the provision to the preservation of all 
such lives under the carry operation to it’s set or subset to carry superset relation of a given traditionally supplied and 
altercation endeavor limit end game situation; to which in either living or dying all provisionally supplied with the one 
end occurrence of a condition of presentability of death incurrent poison; all altercations end supply in life continual. 

The ratio of limitation is a carry of 11 superset to set relations of which one roll of the carry in five (5) is a 247 to that of  
236 or and or six repetend to either the third of three under it’s limitation a self similar carry operation recurrence of (1) 
strange attractor the flight of a feather in one limit end congruence of dust to 4,6,2 end coterminable landings of life per 
roll of any unweighed die; to which one diamond relation is the vee set of re-currence of doublet repeatability in xenon.


